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MNI POV (Point Of View): An Unenviable Task 
 
The BoJ is set to reaf f irm its current benchmark monetary policy settings at the end of  its September meeting, even 

as foreign investors are seemingly looking to force the Bank into adjusting its Yield Curve Control (YCC) settings 
with 10-Year JGB yields test the upper boundary of  the Bank’s permitted trading band.  20+-Year JGB yields have 
already registered f resh cycle highs during the latest round of  JGB weakness. 

 
The levels of  weekly net selling of  Japanese bonds on the part of  foreign investors remains shy of  the levels seen 
in June (as of  9 September), while longer dated Japanese swap spreads and cross-market swap measures, such 

as the closely watched LCH/JSCC spreads, indicate that there is less pressure on the Bank this time around, 
perhaps owing to the creative measures that it deployed in mid -June, alongside its consistent forward guidance and 
reassurances that it will maintain its current YCC settings. 

 
The Bank stands ready to conduct unscheduled bond purchases via both Rinban and f ixed rate operations,  as 
seen on Wednesday. It must also be noted that markets only provided a negligible reaction to the BoJ's semi-

expected unscheduled 5- to 25-Year JGB purchases on Wednesday, as the Bank tried to reinforce its YCC settings 
ahead of  the monetary policy decision and perhaps push back against the idea that it will tweak to its forward 
guidance later this week. 

 
This comes in the wake of  some suggestions that the Bank could remove the “or lower” reference to interest rates  
f rom its forward guidance. We do not believe such a tweak will be forthcoming, largely in part to the perceived 

desire of  the BoJ re: policy stability through the remainder of  BoJ Governor Kuroda’s current term , which comes to 
an end in April ’23, alongside the continued action to back up the Bank ’s rhetoric. 
 

Further out, a concerted challenge of  the BoJ’s resolve will likely re-emerge if  broader global inf lationary pressures 
become more embedded and/or there is a further notable upward shif t in market expectations surrounding the 
pricing of  terminal rate expectations for the major global central banks.  

 
In addition, the BoJ faces a double-edged sword when it comes to maintaining its ultra-easily monetary policy 
settings, which has lef t it as the last dove in the room in the major global central bank sphere, with the Japanese 

authorities clearly wanting to fend of f  further JPY weakness. These conf licting choices result in a trade of f  when it 
comes to market forces and suggest that a weaker JPY will persist as the BoJ falls further behind in the global 
tightening cycle (all else equal), with the same global tightening cycle simultaneously applying pressure to the 

Bank’s YCC settings, via the previously f lagged offshore challenge. 
 
Governor Kuroda’s comments on the JPY will therefore be eyed af ter the recent escalation in of f icial verbal 

intervention, headlined by a BoJ rate check (on the MoF’s behalf ) which defended the Y145 level in USD/JPY. 
Kuroda has already noted that a trivial rise in interest rates would not head of f  JPY weakness and we expect him to 
highlight the demerits of  the recent run lower in JPY valuation (which now stands at the lowest level observed since 

at least the mid 2000’s, based on your preferred choice of  broad TWI measure) when questioned on the matter. 
 
Elsewhere, the Bank is expected to shutter its scheme that has supported SME f inancing in the COVID era. This 

comes af ter the government formally decided to terminate its own COVID related support scheme for smaller f irms 
come the end of  September, with such a step would promoting harmony between monetary and f iscal policy. Note 
that the shuttering of  the scheme should naturally bring about some adaptat ions to the Bank’s references to COVID 

in its post-meeting statement. Meanwhile, the economic positives stemming f rom the rollback of  COVID-related 
restrictions are being (at least partially) countered by the broader, well-documented global growth headwinds. 
 

Also note that headline inf lation has hit 3% (with underlying inf lation running at a lower clip), although the Bank 
continues to stress that it will not react to the current round of  inf lationary pressures as they are cost -push, not 
demand pull, as it looks to generate an environment that facilitates sustainable wage growth. PM Kishida’s 

approval ratings have started to slip, with the public f lagging inf lation as a key issue. This means that political 
concerns may become more of  an issue down the line, if  inf lationary pressures become more embedded than the 
BoJ currently expects. 

 
A reminder that dovish dissenter Kataoka’s term on the board has come to an end, which should result in 
unanimous support when it comes to the vote behind the monetary policy decision.  
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BoJ July Post-Meeting Statement 
 
1. At the Monetary Policy Meeting held today, the Policy Board of  the Bank of  Japan decided upon the fol lowing. 

 
(1) Yield curve control (an 8-1 majority vote) [Note 1] 
 

a) The Bank decided to set the following guideline for market operations for the intermeeting period.  
 
The short-term policy interest rate: 

 
The Bank will apply a negative interest rate of  minus 0.1 percent to the Policy-Rate Balances in current 
accounts held by f inancial institutions at the Bank. 

 
The long-term interest rate: 
 

The Bank will purchase a necessary amount of  Japanese government bonds (JGBs) without setting an 
upper limit so that 10-year JGB yields will remain at around zero percent. 

 

b) Conduct of  f ixed-rate purchase operations for consecutive days 
 
In order to implement the above guideline for market operations, the Bank will of fer to purchase 10-year 

JGBs at 0.25 percent every business day through f ixed-rate purchase operations, unless it is highly likely 
that no bids will be submitted. 

 

(2) Guidelines for asset purchases (a unanimous vote) 
 
With regard to asset purchases other than JGB purchases, the Bank decided to set the fo llowing guidelines. 

 
a) The Bank will purchase exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and Japan real estate investment trusts (J -REITs) 

as necessary with upper limits of  about 12 trillion yen and about 180 billion yen, respectively, on annual 

paces of  increase in their amounts outstanding. 
 

b) The Bank will purchase CP and corporate bonds at about the same pace as prior to the novel coronavirus 

(COVID-19) pandemic, so that their amounts outstanding will 2 gradually return to pre-pandemic levels, 
namely, about 2 trillion yen for CP and about 3 trillion yen for corporate bonds. 
 

2. The Bank will continue with Quantitative and Qualitative Monetary Easing (QQE) with Yield Curve Control, 
aiming to achieve the price stability target of  2 percent, as long as it is necessary for maintaining that target in a 
stable manner. It will continue expanding the monetary base until the year-on-year rate of  increase in the observed 

consumer price index (CPI, all items less f resh food) exceeds 2 percent and stays above the target in a stable 
manner. 
 

For the time being, while closely monitoring the impact of  COVID-19, the Bank will support f inancing, mainly of  
f irms, and maintain stability in f inancial markets, and will not hesitate to take additional easing measures if  
necessary; it also expects short- and long-term policy interest rates to remain at their present or lower levels. [Note 

2] 
 
[Note 1] Voting for the action: Mr. KURODA Haruhiko, Mr. AMAMIYA Masayoshi, Mr. WAKATABE Masazumi, Mr. 

SUZUKI Hitoshi, Mr. ADACHI Seiji, Mr. NAKAMURA Toyoak i, Mr. NOGUCHI Asahi, and Ms. NAKAGAWA Junko. 
Voting against the action: Mr. KATAOKA Goushi. Mr. Kataoka dissented, considering that it was desirable to further 
strengthen monetary easing by lowering shortand long -term interest rates, with a view to encouraging f irms to 

make active business f ixed investment for the post-COVID-19 era. 
 
[Note 2] Mr. Kataoka dissented, considering that further coordination of  f iscal and monetary policy was necessary 

and it was appropriate for the Bank to revise the forward guidance for the policy rates to relate it to the price 
stability target  
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MNI STATE OF PLAY: BoJ To Hold, End Facility For 
Smaller Firms 

 
By Hiroshi Inoue 
 

TOKYO (MNI) – The Bank of  Japan is likely to call an end to its special measures to facilitate f inancing of  smaller 
f irms at its Sept. 21-22 policy meeting, as it stands pat on monetary policy in the face of  continuing economic 
weakness. 

 
While of f icials are monitor rising inf lationary pressures due to higher food prices and while a slide in the yen to a 
24-year low against dollar could potentially raise political pressure on the Bank to act, the BOJ’s board will likely 

maintain an easing bias given that the output gap is in negative territory. Fears over downside risks to the economy 
could even prompt the bank to tweak guidance for “short- and long-term policy interest rates to remain at present or 
lower levels.” (See MNI INSIGHT: Yen at 150 Would Put Pressure On BOJ). 

 
Of f icials worry that private consumption, which has recovered f rom pandemic lows, will lose momentum amid a 
drop in real incomes caused by rising inf lation. 

 
But the government’s recent decision not to extend its facility to support smaller f irms’ f inancing provides an 
opportunity for the BOJ not to extend its own support programme. The government’s special measures are set to 

end on Sept 30 (See MNI INSIGHT: BOJ Likely To End Special Measures Af ter Govt Move). 
 
Covid-related corporate fund demand remains stable, while demand for funding related to rising costs remains 

strong. Bank of ficials believe commercial banks can lend to f irms without the BOJ backed-f inancing measures. 
 
The board is expected to upgrade its assessment on exports and industrial production following recent data 

showing a recovery f rom a weaker April-June period caused by lockdowns in Shanghai. Bank economists are 
wary of  the impact of  ongoing semiconductor shortages and a slowing in global growth.  
 

"Exports have continued to increase as a trend, but they have been af fected by supply-side constrains, and 
industrial production has been under strong downward pressure due to the ef fects of  such constrains," the last 
forward guidance showed. 

 
 

  

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscAeIw-UI6alndRsiGA~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jAWsKtpokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscAeIw-UI6alndRsiGQ~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jAWsKtpokPj-kWeg
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Sell-Side Views 

 
Bank of America: We expect the BoJ to keep its YCC rates targets unchanged, including the +/ -25bp permissible 

trading band.  
 

• The main focus of  this meeting will be (1) the extent of  changes - if  any - to the policy board's forward 

guidance; (2) Governor Kuroda's comments on the yen and inf lation outlook.  

• On the whole, we do not expect this meeting to result in notable changes to the BoJ's policy stance. 
Coming at the heels of  another big hike by the Fed and  ahead of  the likely exit f rom NIRP by the Swiss 

National Bank (SNB), the meeting should accentuate the BoJ's relative dovishness among developed 
market central banks. 

 

Barclays: We expect the BoJ to reach a unanimous decision to stand pat with the replacement of  two Policy Board 
members and to avoid any revisions to forward guidance that could refuel expectations for normalization.  
 

CBA: Japan’s economy is recovering. But inf lation has not sustained high rates for long enough to encourage the 
Bank of  Japan to increase policy interest rates in our view. 
 

Credit Suisse: We expect another status quo rate decision, though we don’t totally rule out the possibility of 
adjusting the forward guidance in a less dovish direction.  
 

• Regarding a potential adjustment to the forward guidance, the most likely case would be removing the 
language on a possible rate cut. While the ef fectiveness of  this expectation control would not be so 
powerful, it would allow the authorities to buy some time. We think it is too early for the BoJ to  hint at a rate 
hike, as Governor Kuroda very clearly denied any near-term rate hikes by the Bank at his press conference 

in July. From a broader policy management perspective, the time does not appear ripe for any meaningful 
change in monetary policy. 

• FX market intervention does not fall in the territory of  monetary policy.  This falls to the MoF, which we 

would expect to make a decision af ter consultation with the US monetary authorities. The BoJ’s task is to 
decide on whether to sterilize or un-sterilize intervention. 

• A rise of  CPI inf lation above 3%, which could lead to much stronger public criticism about  government 

policy management, might force PM Kishida to opt for asking the BoJ to take more serious action. Still, as 
no national election is scheduled until summer 2025, any meaningful action by the BoJ will likely be 
delayed. We continue to think that the job of  overhauling the YCC will be taken by the next BoJ governor. 

 
Danske Bank: We expect the BoJ to conf irm its commitment to the yield curve control.  
 

DBS: The Bank of  Japan is expected to keep the short-term and long-term interest rate targets unchanged, at - 
0.1% and 0%. Most of  the underlying inf lation indicators still show that inf lation is well below the BOJ’s 2% target. 
Meanwhile, despite Japan’s ef forts on reopening, growth uncertainties have increased due to the ongoing 

slowdown in China and Europe. 
 

• Furthermore, the market stress obliging the BOJ to adjust the yield curve control policy appears lower than 
three months ago. 

• Governor Kuroda will likely continue to warn of  the recent rapid movement of  the yen.  

• Meanwhile, the BOJ will likely announce to end a pandemic-related special loan program, which is of fered 
to small companies and scheduled to expire in September.  

 
Goldman Sachs: We expect the BOJ to maintain the status quo across all monetary policy parameters — yield 
curve control (YCC), asset purchase programs, and forward guidance (with respect to policy rates) — at its 

September 21-22 monetary policy meeting (MPM). We also expect the BOJ to conf irm that the repeatedly extended 
special COVID-19 f inancing program will be wound down at the end of  September, as scheduled. 
 

• We think the forex reaction in the wake of  Governor Kuroda's upcoming post -MPM press conference will 
be the main focus point in the market. JPY has weakened further against USD recently, crossing the 140 
mark. However, Governor Kuroda has maintained his stance, which explicitly dismisses rate hikes as an 
option to counter yen depreciation. 
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J.P.Morgan: We expect no policy change to the major monetary policy settings. The government has been taking 
a more assertive stance against the yen's rapid depreciation backed by speculation of  further Fed hawkishness. 
However, Kuroda likely will continue to express his concern about the rapid pace of  yen depreciation but maintain 

his view that the level of  the exchange rate ref lects fundamentals and that monetary policy adjustments are not the 
desired response. 
 

• On the other hand, the BoJ likely will decide to terminate the special COVID -19 operations, which have 
supported funding during the pandemic, at the end of  this month.  

• We expect the strong easing bias to be replaced with more neutral language, and the forward guidance for 
policy rates will be linked to the price target. 

• While domestic consumption remains resilient, supported by the reopening dynamics, households are 
increasingly dissatisf ied with higher inf lation and the weak yen. Against this backdrop, the public outcry 
against Kuroda's June statement that "households' tolerance for price hikes is increasing" has prompted 

policymakers to show more consideration than ever for price hikes and the weak yen. We think this 
complicates BoJ's communication toward policy normalization. While Kuroda likely will continue to show his 
dovish stance at press conferences in the near term, how his judgment regarding inf lation dynamics will 

change should be important in deciphering the Bank's intentions for policy adjustments . 
 
Mizuho: Two new members of  the board will be attending their f irst meeting but we expect monetary  policy to 

remain on hold. The departure of  Goushi Kataoka, who f requently voted agains t the chair, means decisions could 
well be unanimous. 
 

• The forward guidance on the policy rate will probably be retained even once the pandemic is over. It is 
natural to indicate this option as long as the Bank says it "will not  hesitate to take additional easing 
measures if  necessary." 

• With the yen now having fallen rapidly towards JPY145/USD, the governor will probably try to avoid talking 

about the advantages of  a weak yen but may try to slow its  decline by regretting the speed of  exchange 
rate movement. 

 

NatWest: A lot has happened since the BOJ monetary policy board last met on July 21: (1) Japan's core inf lation 
rate has climbed further beyond the BOJ's +2% target level, (2) the domestic COVID -19 situation has improved 
suf f iciently for the BOJ to be in a position to terminate its special relief  scheme, (3) authorities have ramped up their 

verbal intervention af ter seeing the yen weaken to just short of  USD/JPY=145, (4) BOJ dovishness has been dialed 
back slightly with the appointment of  two new policy board members, and (5) rising domestic price levels have 
contributed to a decline in the Kishida administration's approval ratings.  

 

• Some might feel that the likelihood of  some sort of  BOJ policy adjustment has increased as a result, but 
Governor Haruhiko Kuroda's comments in Jackson Hole basically conf irmed the central bank's intention to 

persist with current highly accommodative settings until it sees clear evidence of  stronger wage growth. We 
basically expect to hear more of  the same at Kuroda's September 22 press conference. 

 

Scotiabank: The BoJ is expected to leave the policy rate on hold at -0.10%. The main focus is on this past 
Wednesday's announcement of  the potential intervention by the BoJ in FX markets to prop up the Yen, which has 
rapidly depreciated in light of  policy divergences with the Fed. The BoJ was said to have conducted a 'rate-check', 

which can precede actual intervention although bond buying actions sent a mixed signal. The BoJ is likely to look 
through the implications of  a weaker yen because it would be viewed as only delivering transitory progress toward 
the elusive inf lation goal. On that note, Monday’s CPI update is likely to continue to accelerated toward 3% y/y with 

CPI ex-f resh food and energy at a more subdued pace of  half  that rate. 
 
Societe Generale: We expect the BoJ to maintain its main monetary policy settings. However, the bank is set to 

end, as scheduled, a pandemic-relief  funding scheme this month and also adjust the policy guidance that 
f lags the COVID-19 pandemic as the top economic risk, because the funding needs of  small- and medium-sized 
enterprises have stabilised and the use of  this scheme has decreased even as  COVID-19 spreads again. 

 

• With the end of  a pandemic-relief  funding scheme, the BoJ look set to partially revise the wording of  its 
current forward guidance: However, we expect it to  maintain its guidance on policy interest rates. 

• On the other hand, at the press conference af ter the policy board, Governor Kuroda will likely be asked 

about the impact of  the yen’s recent rapid depreciation and policy responses. As the BoJ has not disclosed 
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whether it has conducted a “rate check” or not, we do not expect  Kuroda to make any new comments on a 
“rate check” and FX intervention. In addition, Kuroda is  likely to repeat his remark on yen depreciation: 
“Since the current yen depreciation is due to the stand-alone appreciation of  the dollar, it is absolutely 

unthinkable that even if  the BoJ raise interest rates a little, the yen will not stop depreciating.” 

• That said, the current level of  the USDJPY cannot be explained solely by the interest rate dif ferential 
between the US and Japan. This indicates that the recent yen depreciation stems not only f rom the 
divergence between the Fed and the BoJ but also f rom other reasons, for example current account def icits 

and speculative movements. If  the government and the BoJ pay attention to this point, there is a possibility 
that that they might intervene to restrain speculative movements in the future.  

 

Unicredit: The Japanese authorities have warned in the past week against too fast, one-way movements in their 
own currency and there has been speculation that the BoJ intervened to check prices. However,  we doubt that the 
JPY weakness thus far would be considered worrisome enough to force a change in the Japanese central bank’s 

well-known reluctance to kick of f normalization any time soon. 
 

• Importantly, particularly since August the USD-JPY rally has closely followed the rise in USD-CNY, which is 

testing the 7.00 mark. Japanese policy makers might therefore view the JPY fall as an indirect way to cut 
the relative competitive advantage Beijing is currently pursuing through the weaker CNY to help external 
demand and in turn the Chinese economy 

 


